**how to make a line**

find a large room you have ambiguous feelings towards

*if the room is empty:*

- measure the diagonal length of the room from corner to corner
- divide this length by your height to determine the number of lines to draw
- make each line as long as you are tall
- make each line as wide as you want
- join all the lines together to make one line that connects the room from corner to corner
- if made correctly the length of your line is a multiple of your height
- your line can be slightly too long but should not be slightly too short

*if the room is full:*

- find moments you want to connect
- draw them together

**how to use a line**

attach each end to synchronized rotating motors and use it as a jump rope

use it as a tightrope

tie knots on it to record time

hang it on the wall like a painting

use it as a lasso

use it as a noose

use it to trace all the things you want but can’t afford

leave it on the ground to mark where you’ve been

tie it to your house so you can find your way home

if your house is light you may use your line to drag it with you

tie it to the past

glue it on top of a Sol LeWitt wall drawing

gather it loosely and use it as a pillow

**how to fix a line**

*if this text is printed:*

- on the other side of this sheet of paper is a line as long as I am tall

- printing broke the line

- mend it by drawing the fragments together

*or:*

- make something

- break it

- make something else
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